


PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE
Great philosopher Plato propounds that music gives soul to

the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and
life to everything.

 
Creativity in its pure and undiluted form is the true definition
of music. It is the universal language of humanity, the
ubiquitous source of recreation,  the agency that transforms
our mood, the catapult that raises us to higher emotions and
the medium  that influences the human existence. According
to Indian musicology, _Sangeet is a combination of geetang ,
badyang and nrityang . Taking cognizance of this confluence,
we present you with Tridhara which aims to advance
individuals towards equanimity of the soul. Consternation 
 caused within the cosmic existence of humans by the
'vishanus' finds solace in tridhara , the eternal elixir released
by the  divine sudha  from the sacred pot to offer purity to the
cosmos.
We believe that the cathartic,  restorative and regenerative
power of performing arts help in disseminating peace,
harmony and goodwill as well as provide  children with
multiple perspectives. Thus, we solicit support to raise the
next generation of citizens with hightened state of equipoise
to counter exigency with tranquility.  Participation in the
events thoughtfully designed to proliferate musical
intelligence will definitely consecrate  seizure of
corresponding opportunities as a direct investment to our
effulgent future. Let us all proffer our extensive support
towards this nouveau venture and share our common love for
music through a musical extravaganza.

Ms. Mina Wilkhu
(Principal VBCV)



GENERAL GUIDELINES

1.All event  will be conducted through virtual mode.

2.All events are open for school across India and

abroad.

3.One entry per event will be accepted from schools.

4. The Teacher In-charge of the participating schools

must register for the event through a given Google

form link:- https://forms.gle/FBnmSSfjqRZv2sHD7

5.The registration forms will be considered valid only

if it is complete in all respects, and received via Google

form link. No email entries will be accepted.

6.The participants are requested to follow the

guidelines furnished event  -  wise to qualify for the

competition.

7.All the entries need to be submitted through the link

which will be provided for uploading entries                      

   (   via  WhatsApp groups )  and the file name of 

 video, PPT, picture, etc. should specify SCHOOL CODE

provided to schools after registration.

8. Participants should introduce themselves at the

beginning of the video using the given school code

only.



9.The time limit of each entry should not exceed the
time limit mentioned event- wise.
10.Decision of the jury will be final and binding.
11.E-certificates will be conferred on all the
participants and position holders.
12.Any entry found against the guidelines mentioned
above shall stand disqualified.
13.For further queries, you may contact the respective
event coordinators, between 1:00 PM to 6:00 PM.
14.Dress code - For events where any specific costume
is not required , students need to be wear white T-
Shirt/ Kurtis with black or blue lowers.
15.Students should not be given an access to the group
link under any circumstances. ONLY TEACHERS
SHOULD JOIN THE CORE GROUP.
16.ENTRIES RECEIVED BEYOND THE DUE DATE WILL NOT
BE ACCEPTED.

GENERAL GUIDELINES



(Ghazal)
ALFAAZ

Rules For Entry
VBTD 01

16-18 yrs

1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2.Time limit for each video is 3 minutes.
3.To ensure fair judgment , PRESENTATION
VIDEO SHOULD BE SHOT IN LANDSCAPE MODE
ONLY.
4.EDITING IS NOT ALLOWED UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE.
5.The participant is required to introduce
himself/ herself at the beginning of the video by
mentioning the SCHOOL CODE ONLY.   

RUBRICS
Selection of song      - 10 points
Expression                -  10 points

 Rhythm                      -  10 points 
 Pronunciation           -  10 points 
 Clarity and Impact    -  10 points 

Event Coordinator :- MS SWEETY MUKHERJEE
Contact Number :- 9031190435



(Folk Song)

MRITTIKA
VBTD 02

13-15 yrs

1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2.Time limit for each video is 3 minutes.
3.To ensure fair judgment , PRESENTATION
VIDEO SHOULD BE SHOT IN LANDSCAPE MODE
ONLY.
4.EDITING IS NOT ALLOWED UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE.
5.The participant is required to introduce
himself/ herself at the beginning of the video by
mentioning the SCHOOL CODE ONLY.   

RUBRICS

Selection of song      - 10 points
Expression                - 10 points

 Rhythm                      -  10 points 
 Pronunciation           -  10 points 
 Clarity and Impact    - 10 points 

Event Coordinator :- MS SWEETY MUKHERJEE
Contact Number :- 9031190435

Rules For Entry



MADHURA
(Bollywood Melodies of Yesteryears)

VBTD 03

10-12 yrs

1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2.Time limit for each video is 3 minutes.
3.To ensure fair judgment , PRESENTATION VIDEO
SHOULD BE SHOT IN LANDSCAPE MODE ONLY.
4.EDITING IS NOT ALLOWED UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE.
5.The participant is required to introduce
himself/ herself at the beginning of the video by
mentioning the SCHOOL CODE ONLY.   

Rules For Entry

RUBRICS
Selection of song      - 10 points
Expression                -  10 points

 Rhythm                      -  10 points 
 Pronunciation           -  10 points 
 Clarity and Impact    - 10 points 

Event Coordinator :- MS SWEETY MUKHERJEE
Contact Number :- 9031190435



VBTD04   16-18 yrs
VBTD05   13-15yrs
VBTD06   10-12yrs

1.For each age group, only one participant per
school    is allowed.
2.The participant from every group can select
any one instrument mentioned above for their
performance.
3.Time limit for each video is 3 minutes.
4.To ensure fair judgment , PRESENTATION
VIDEO SHOULD BE SHOT IN LANDSCAPE MODE
ONLY.
5.From every group the participants can select
any one instrument mentioned above for their
performance.

SWARANDHARA
(Instrumental)

(Synthesizer/ Tabla/ Guitar)

Rules For Entry



6.EDITING IS NOT ALLOWED UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE.
7.The participant is required to introduce
himself/ herself at the beginning of the video by
mentioning the SCHOOL CODE ONLY. 

SWARANDHARA
(Instrumental)

(Synthesizer/ Tabla/ Guitar)
Rules For Entry

RUBRICS

Selection of taala/ music piece  - 10 points
Technique                                  -   10 points
Rhythm                                       -   10 points 
Accuracy                                     -   10 points 
Overall Presentation                 -   10 points 

Event Coordinator :- Mr. Santosh Kumar
Contact Number :-  70040 20947



NRITYANGI
(Classical Dance)VBTD 07

16-18 yrs

Rules For Entry

1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2.Time limit for each video is 5 minutes.
3.To ensure fair judgment , PRESENTATION
VIDEO SHOULD BE SHOT IN LANDSCAPE MODE
ONLY.
4.EDITING IS NOT ALLOWED UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE.
5.The participant is required to introduce
himself/ herself at the beginning of the video
by mentioning the SCHOOL CODE ONLY.   

RUBRICS
Selection of Music Piece             - 10 points
Abhinayam/ Bhavam                   - 10 points
Costume                                       - 10 points 
Footwork                                       - 10 points 
Clarity and Impact                        - 10 points 

Event Coordinator :- MS APARNA CHAKRABORTY
Contact Number :- 8210527255



SINJINI
(Folk Dance)VBTD 08

13-15 yrs

Rules For Entry

1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2.Time limit for each video is 3 minutes.
3.To ensure fair judgment , PRESENTATION
VIDEO SHOULD BE SHOT IN LANDSCAPE MODE
ONLY.
4.EDITING IS NOT ALLOWED UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE.
5.The participant is required to introduce
himself/ herself at the beginning of the video
by mentioning the SCHOOL CODE ONLY.   

RUBRICS

Selection of Music Piece                 - 10 points
Enthusiasm                                        - 10 points
Choreography- Variety in steps    - 10 points 
Costume                                              - 10 points 
Expression and Impact                    - 10 points 

Event Coordinator :- MS APARNA CHAKRABORTY
Contact Number :- 8210527255



VOGUISH
(Contemporary Dance)VBTD 09

10-12 yrs

Rules For Entry

1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2.Time limit for each video is 3 minutes.
3.To ensure fair judgment , PRESENTATION
VIDEO SHOULD BE SHOT IN LANDSCAPE MODE
ONLY.
4.EDITING IS NOT ALLOWED UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE.
5.The participant is required to introduce
himself/ herself at the beginning of the video by
mentioning the SCHOOL CODE ONLY.   

RUBRICS

Selection of Music Piece             - 10 points
Thematic Relevance                     - 10 points
Costume                                          - 10 points 
Rhythm and Expression              - 10 points 
Overall Presentation                   - 10 points 

Event Coordinator :- MR ROHIT KARMAKAR
Contact Number :- 7903300431



Thank You 
and

 Hari Om!

Brochure Release:                            April 4, 2022

Registration Begins:                        April 6, 2022

Last Date For Registration:            April 11, 2022

 Declaration of School Code And 

Link For Joining       Group:              April 18, 2022

Issue of Link For Uploading 

Entries :                                                April 25, 2022

Entry Submission Deadline:           April 30, 2022

Declaration of Results: Will be 

notified later


